Because of interest in the relationship between vertical wind velocity skewness and the stability, considerable data of skewness observed by many workers are accumulated and an empirical formula about the relationship mentioned above is derived. It appears to be in considerable agreement with observed data.
Introduction
Higher The data applied in this study are tabulated in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the observational data by many investigators (i.e., Deacon (1955) , Pries & Appleby (1967) , Izumi (1968) , Hayashi (1970) , Adachi (1971) , Yasuda (1973) and Chiba (1976) Fig. 1 The skewness of the vertical wind component as a function of the stability. Solid line: empirical curve by Eq. (7), dashed line: the best fitted curve by eye to observation.
we can predict that the value of w'3/ *w3 does not take 0.01 but about 0.1 at the neutral condition.
So that, we get the relation as (5) The function derived by Panofsky, Busch et al. (1967) for relationship between *w and * given by (6) Here, using *(*) * (1-15*)-1/4 (* <0) by Businger et al. (1971) , from Eq. (3), (5) and (6) the empirical formula for *_*0 is as follows: (7) 4. Discussion
In Fig. 1 dashed line is the best fitted curve by eye to observation. It can be said that the vertical wind velocity skewness depends on the stability. That is, it is large in the unstable conditions, but is small in the stable conditions. The vertical wind velocity skewness w'3/ *w3 has almost positive value in the unstable conditions, which means that the average vertical turbulent flux of w'2 is carried strongly upward under convective condition. Monin and Yaglom (1971) , from the viewpoint of similarity theory, insist on the fact that w`3/ *w3 will be positive at least for negative and the instability increases (as **-*) w'3/ *w3 must tend to be a constant. Also, they insist that with increase of the stability (as **+ *) w'3/ * w3 must tend to be a constant. Monin-Yaglom's opinion may be supported by the observed results in the unstable conditions, while in the stable conditions their opinion fails to express the observed results in Fig. 1 . The solid line is the empirical curve of Eq. (7). Although the scatter is considerable, the empirical curve appears to be in considerable agreement with observed data for *0.
